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February 13, 2018         PUBLIC DOCUMENT 

 
 
Daniel P. Wolf 
Executive Secretary 
Minnesota Public Utilities Commission 
121 7th Place East, Suite 280 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101-2147 
 
RE: PUBLIC Response Comments of the Minnesota Department of Commerce, Division of Energy 

Resources  
Docket No. G011, 002/C-17-802 

 
Dear Mr. Wolf: 
 
Attached are the PUBLIC Response Comments of the Minnesota Department of Commerce, Division 
of Energy Resources (Department), in the following matter: 
 

Formal Complaint by Minnesota Energy Resources Corporation against Northern 
States Power Company d/b/a Xcel Energy. 
 

The Petition was filed on November 9, 2017 by: 
 

Amber Lee 
Regulatory and Legislative Affairs Manager 
Minnesota Energy Resources Corporation 
2605 145th Street West 
Rosemount, Minnesota 55068 

 
In the attached Response Comments, the Department’s analysis1 indicates that there is an 
inadequate basis to deny United Development’s choice of natural gas utility provider.  Given the 
results of this analysis and the additional analysis provided in the Department’s Reply Comments, 
the Department recommends that the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (Commission) dismiss 
the Complaint.  The Department is available to answer any questions that the Commission may 
have. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
/s/ JOHN KUNDERT 
Financial Analyst 
 
JK/lt 
Attachment 

                                                      
1 This analysis follows the protocol the Department recommended in its December 29, 2017 Reply Comments in 
Docket No. G999/CI-17-499, the Commission’s Investigation into Parameters for Competition among Natural Gas 
Utilities involving Duplication of Facilities and Use of Promotional Incentives and Other Payments.   



 
 
 

Before the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission 
 

 
PUBLIC Comments of the Minnesota Department of Commerce 

Division of Energy Resources 
 

Docket No. G011, 002/C-17-802 
 

I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
 
On November 9, 2017, Minnesota Energy Resources Corporation (MERC or the Company) filed 
with the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (Commission) a formal complaint (Complaint) 
against Xcel Energy (Xcel).   MERC requests that the Commission (1) immediately suspend what 
MERC concludes is Xcel’s unlawful Natural Gas Competitive Agreement (Competitive 
Agreement), pending completion of the investigation in Docket No. G-999/CI-17-499; and (2) 
refer this Complaint to the Office of Administrative Hearings (OAH) for a contested case hearing 
to address disputed issues of fact and fully develop the record.2  The Complaint alleges that 
Xcel’s use of its Competitive Agreement “constitutes an impermissible discriminatory 
preference to new customers at the expense of existing customers in violation of Minnesota 
law, which prohibits natural gas public utilities from discounting their tariffed rates in 
competition with other natural gas public utilities”.3  MERC also posits in the Complaint that 
such discounts undermine competition between regulated gas utilities and leads to duplication 
of facilities. 
 
The Complaint involves these facts: 
 

• Xcel entered into a Competitive Agreement with United Properties (United) to serve 
United’s “Boulder Lakes” development in Eagan.  

• Under that Competitive Agreement, Xcel agreed to pay United a $25,000 
promotional allowance. 

• The facilities Xcel proposes to install to serve United would duplicate MERC’s 
existing natural gas distribution facilities in the area. 

• The City of Eagan denied Xcel’s request for a permit to install a second distribution 
main in the same right-of-way as MERC’s existing natural gas distribution main on 
September 22, 2017. 

• United and MERC executed a Distribution Facilities Installation Agreement on 
October 18, 2017. 

                                                      
2 Docket No. G999/CI-17-499 (the 17-499 docket) is the Commission’s Investigation into Parameters for 
Competition among Natural Gas Utilities Involving Duplication of Facilities and Use of Promotional Incentives and 
Other Payments.   
3 Complaint at page 1. 
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• MERC began providing service to United on October 25, 2017. 
• MERC spent approximately $40,000 to extend service to United. 
• MERC estimates that it will receive over $30,000 in revenue annually from service to 

United. 
 
Procedurally, MERC expressed concern that the Commission’s ongoing investigation in Docket 
No. G999/CI-17-499 will not be completed in time to prevent financial harm to MERC’s 
customers.  As a result, MERC requested that the Commission immediately suspend Xcel’s used 
of promotional incentives.  MERC also requested that the Commission initiate a contested case 
proceeding to address issues of fact. 
 
On November 15, 2017, the Commission issued a Notice of Comment Period.  The Notice 
provided for an initial comment period that closed on November 29, 2017 as well as a Reply 
Comment period that closed December 11, 2017.  The Commission’s Notice asked the following 
questions: 
 

• Does the Commission have jurisdiction over the subject matter of this complaint?  
• Is it in the public interest for the Commission to investigate these allegations?  
• If the Commission chooses to investigate the complaint, what procedures should be 

used to do so?  
• Are there other issues or concerns related to this matter?  

 
On November 29, 2017, Xcel filed its Response to MERC’s Formal Complaint.  Xcel’s response 
concluded that MERC’s complaint was without merit and requested that the Commission 
dismiss the Complaint without further investigation.   
 
On December 11, the Office of the Attorney General-Residential Utilities and Antitrust Division 
(OAG), MERC, and the Department filed Reply Comments in this proceeding.  OAG’s Reply 
Comments focused on the difference in capital outlays necessary to serve the customer 
between MERC and Xcel.  The OAG expressed concerns that the capital investment made by 
Xcel to serve the customer would be in excess of the amount that MERC invested to serve that 
same customer.   OAG concluded its Reply Comments by advising the Commission that it should 
consider this ratepayer impact when making its decision in this proceeding. 
 
MERC’s Reply Comments revisited the legal issues it had identified in its Complaint. 
 

• Xcel’s promotional use of a promotional incentive is unlawful. 
• Xcel’s attempt to justify the unnecessary duplication of facilities based on the 

Commission’s decision in Docket No. G011, G002/C-17-305 should be rejected. 
• A contested case is necessary to develop the record in this proceeding. 
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The Department concluded in its Reply Comments: 
 

• The Commission has jurisdiction. 
• Xcel’s Natural Gas Competitive Agreement is not unlawful.   
• The Commission could determine that there are reasonable grounds to initiate 

an investigation if it wants to include a complaint-specific cost/benefit analysis 
as part of its review, and 

• A contested case proceeding is unnecessary. 
 
On December 18, 2017, MERC filed a letter responding to the analysis included in the 
Department’s Reply Comments.   
 
On December 29, 2017, MERC filed supplemental responses to Department Information 
Requests (IR) Nos. 15 and 16.   
 
On January 4, 2018, MERC filed a copy of Exhibit H to the Complaint as a public document.  
MERC had previously filed portions of that exhibit as trade secret.   
 
 
II. SUMMARY OF ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS PROVIDED IN MERC’S REPLY AND RESPONSE 

COMMENTS 
 
MERC provided a more thorough explanation of its position in its December 18, 2017 letter.  
MERC explained in that document: 
 

Minnesota’s prohibition against discriminatory, unreasonably prejudicial and 
unreasonably preferential rates applies to rates in general, not just those rates 
set forth in the utility’s tariff. 
 
For instance, Minn. Stat. § 216B.06 specifically prohibits a utility from offering a 
discriminatory rate “directly or indirectly, by any device whatsoever”: 
 

No public utility shall directly or indirectly, by any device 
whatsoever, or in any manner, charge, demand, collect, or receive 
from any person a greater or less compensation for any service 
rendered or to be rendered by the utility than that prescribed in the 
schedule of rates of the public utility applicable thereto when filed 
on the manner provided in Laws 1974, chapter 429, nor shall any 
person knowingly receive or accept any service from a public utility 
for compensation greater or less than that prescribed in the 
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schedules, provided that all rates being charged and collected by a 
public utility upon January 1, 1975, may be continued until 
schedules are filed.4  

 
In its supplemental response to Department IR 16 MERC included a customer-centric rate 
comparison for United Properties.   The results of that analysis suggested that MERC could 
provide natural gas to United Properties at a lower annual cost than Xcel.   
 
 
III. DEPARTMENT ANALYSIS  
 
The Department provides separate policy and economic analyses given that the basis of MERC’s 
complaint appears to a legal/policy matter. 

 
A. POLICY ANALYSIS 
 
The Department appreciates MERC’s discussion in its letter dated December 18th.   That said, 
MERC’s proposed statutory interpretation that promotional discounts “effectively” lower the 
tariffed rates a customer pays is a misapplication of Minnesota Statute §216B.06 in these 
circumstances.  That statute requires utilities to charge rates that are “prescribed in the 
schedule of rates of the public utility.”  That is precisely what Xcel has done in applying tariffs 
that the Commission approved.  MERC’s position appears to argue that the standard 
competitive agreements included in Xcel’s and Centerpoint’s current tariffs are illegal.  The 
Department disagrees.     
 
Given the lack of assigned service territories for natural gas utilities in Minnesota, the 
Commission’s policy regarding competition for new natural gas customers has long allowed 
new natural gas customers considerable leeway in choosing their natural gas utility.  The 
current situation, in which the Commission reviews cost/benefit information from a number of 
different stakeholder perspectives and considers other non-quantifiable factors, appears to be 
an instance where Minnesota statutes have allowed for limited competition between natural 
gas utilities.  Hence, the Department does not agree with MERC’s position that Centerpoint and 
Xcel’s Commission-approved competitive service agreements are illegal or that the resulting 
policy is not in the public interest. 
 
Going forward, if the Commission wishes to limit choices by new natural gas customers, it 
would be helpful to make the decision criteria included in that protocol clear so that new 

                                                      
4 MERC’s Response Comments in Docket No. G011, G002/C-17-802, dated December 18, 2017 at page 1. 
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customers seeking natural gas service would be fully informed as they choose where to locate 
or expand their facilities.  
 
For example, if the minimization of the potential for duplicative capital costs from a societal 
perspective is the primary criterion for determining which natural gas utility will serve a 
particular customer, it would appear unlikely that any customer would have a choice of natural 
gas suppliers.5  However, given the lack of service territory maps, new natural gas customers 
would have no way to know which natural gas utility would serve them.  This lack of 
information may cause undue confusion and make it difficult for new customers to locate or 
expand facilities in Minnesota.  New customers should be informed in a timely manner as to 
which natural gas utility has been “assigned” to them and the basis for that assignment. 
 
B. TRANSACTION-RELATED ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
 
In its Reply Comments dated December 29, 2017 in the 17-499 docket, the Department 
recommended the following protocol for reviewing complaints of this nature, which the 
Department uses in this proceeding: 6 
 

• Use a cost/benefit analysis that quantifies the financial effects of the proposal from 
five different perspectives: 
o The new customer/load that will be served; 
o The preferred utility’s shareholders; 
o The non-preferred utility’s shareholders; 
o The preferred utility’s ratepayers, and  
o The non-preferred utility’s ratepayers. 

• Consider the non-quantifiable effects of the proposed change on those same utilities 
and ratepayers. 

• Focus on the effects of promotional incentives and other tariffed and non-tariffed 
payments by utilities on the utilities’ rate levels and quality of service. 

  

                                                      
5 OAG’s proposal for determining which utility should serve a particular customer, described in its November 30, 
2017 comments in this proceeding is the embodiment of this concept. 
6 The Department’s December 11, 2017 Comments indicated that the Department would develop a cost/benefit 
analysis if requested by the Commission.  After reviewing MERC’s statement that it could provide service to United 
Properties at a lower annual cost in its supplemental response to Department IR 16, the Department is providing 
this complaint-specific cost benefit analysis to provide the Commission with a complete review of the available 
information in a timely fashion.  Trade Secret Attachment A contains MERC’s supplemental response to 
Department IR 16.   
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1. United Properties Perspective – Comparison of Benefits and Costs Associated with Taking 
Service from Xcel or MERC 

 
The Department parsed the customer-specific cost/benefit analysis into two components – 
initial costs and/or benefits and on-going costs and/or benefits. 
 

a. Initial Cost and/or Benefits 
 
Xcel provided an estimate of the financial benefits to the customer in its Competitive 
Agreement of $55,000 in one-time benefits.7    The components of the $55,000 consisted of:  
 

• $25,000 in a share-holder funded promotional discount; 
• $7,500 in potential reduction in income tax; and, 
• $22,500 in Natural Gas EDA Conservation Rebate.8 

 
Xcel provided $12,500 of the promotional discount upon the execution of the Competitive 
Agreement.  The payment of the remaining $12,500 is contingent on United/Prime consuming 
100,000 therms of natural gas.  The estimate for tax-based savings appears to be related to the 
promotional discount.  Thus, the Department has no comment on that customer-specific 
benefit.   
 
As for the Conservation Rebate amount, the Department asked Xcel to provide any analysis that 
it had completed regarding “natural gas conservation rebates that United Development/Prime 
Therapeutics may be eligible for if it were to receive service from Xcel” in Department IR No. 7.  
Xcel provided a trade secret analysis completed by a third-party vendor, the Weidt Group, in its 
response.  That analysis estimated the natural gas rebate as a lower amount, [TRADE SECRET 
DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED], not the $22,500 Xcel identified in its competitive agreement.9   
 
Adjusting Xcel’s estimated one-time benefits associated with the competitive agreement given 
that information lowers it from $55,000 to [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED]. 
 
Another area that may affect a new customer’s one-time or initial costs is a utility’s extension 
policy.   For example, if the capital expenditures associated with serving a customer are greater 
than the margin Xcel expects to receive from the customer, the utility may charge the customer 
a contribution-in-aid-of-construction (CIAC).  A CIAC lowers the utility’s initial capital costs of 
serving the customer.  A CIAC also represents a cost to the customer.   
                                                      
7 Xcel filed this agreement in Docket No. G999/CI-17-499 on August 18, 2017.  A copy of the agreement is included 
as Attachment B. 
8 "EDA” stands for Economic Development Assistance. 
9 A copy of Department Information Request No. 7 and Xcel’s response is included as Attachment C. 
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The Department asked for this information in Department IR No. 3.  Xcel provided a copy of its 
Administrative Instruction Justification (AIJ) worksheet in an Excel format.  The Department 
reviewed the United AIJ to determine if Xcel had applied its extension policy as delineated in its 
tariff.   Xcel Gas’ tariff contains the following formula to determine whether the expenditure for 
commercial and industrial gas service is economically feasible.10 
 

Maximum Expenditure is equal to the Estimated Annual Revenue 
divided by the sum of the currently effective Levelized Annual 
Revenue Requirement Factor plus the Annual Operations and 
Maintenance Factor.  

 
The Department confirms that Xcel calculation is consistent with the cost justification formula 
included in the tariff.  Xcel identified an initial capital investment of up to [TRADE SECRET DATA 
HAS BEEN EXCISED] as being justifiable for this customer under the extension policy.   
 
In Department Information Request No. 4 the Department asked Xcel to provide an estimate of 
the capital costs necessary to serve the customer.  Xcel stated that its estimated initial capital 
costs for serving the customer are [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED].  Given that this 
amount is less than the initial capital investment identified previously, Xcel appropriately did 
not charge United a CIAC for providing natural gas service. 
 
Xcel also referenced a separate [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED] in its response to 
that information request.  Xcel states that the City of Eagan was the driver for this second 
additional cost.11 
 
As to one-time costs and revenues, the Department concludes that Xcel:  
 

• May have [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED].12  This change in one-time 
benefits for the customer is related to the amount of the estimated conservation 
rebate.  It will lower the amount of benefits United would receive under its 
agreement with Xcel.  It doesn’t have a material effect on Xcel’s other ratepayers.    

• Consistently applied its extension policy to develop its estimate of the allowed initial 
capital investment it could make before Xcel would request a contribution in aid of 

                                                      
10 A copy of Department Information Request No. 3 and Xcel’s response is included as TRADE SECRET Attachment I.  
See also Section 6, 1st Revised Sheet No. 17.1 of Xcel’s Minnesota Gas Tariff. 
11 The sum of the two costs Xcel identified is [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED].    
12 The Department calculates this amount as the difference between $22,500 in Natural Gas EDA Conservation 
Rebate identified in the Competitive Agreement and the [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED] amount 
identified in Xcel’s response to Department IR No. 7, ($22,500 - [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED].  
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construction from United. 
• Correctly interpreted its extension policy as to whether to charge United Properties 

a CIAC given its estimate of the capital costs necessary to provide service to United. 
 
Turning to MERC’s efforts to provide natural gas service to United, the Department asked MERC 
whether it had offered United a “financial incentive or a co-branded sponsorship” in 
Department IR No. 22.13 MERC replied that it did not offer any financial incentives or a co-
branded sponsorship offer.   
 
In its response to Department Information Request No. 15 MERC identified a forecasted capital 
expenditure of [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED] to serve United. 
 
MERC’s extension policy tariff uses a “Customer Extension Model” spreadsheet to determine 
whether a customer is required to pay a CIAC.  MERC provided a copy of this spreadsheet in 
response to Department Information Request No. 15.14  It appears that MERC performed the 
calculation consistent with its tariff and didn’t charge United a CIAC. 
 
In Department Information Request No. 28 the Department asked about “MERC’s efforts to 
identify any natural gas conservation rebates that United might be eligible for if it were to take 
service from MERC”.  MERC replied that it “did not have sufficient information to analyze what 
conservation rebates the development would be eligible to receive.  MERC stated that it asked 
RJ Ryan for this information but this information was never provided”.15 
 
The following represents a summary of United’s initial costs and benefits to date by vendor: 
 

• Xcel  
o provided a $12,500 promotional incentive; 
o promised to provide another $12,500 in promotional incentive once United 

consumes 100,000 therms of natural gas; 
o claimed that United had $7,500 in tax-related savings; 
o consistently applied its extension policy tariff and didn’t charge United a CIAC for 

providing service and 
o estimated a CIP natural gas related rebate of [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN 

EXCISED]. 
 

• MERC 
o Provided no promotional incentive; 

                                                      
13 See MERC’s response to Department IR No. 22 which is included as Attachment D. 
14 Attachment E contains MERC’s response to Department IR No. 15. 
15 Attachment F contains MERC’s response to Department IR No. 28.  
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o Consistently applied its extension policy tariff and didn’t charge United a CIAC for 
providing service and; 

o Provided no CIP-related analysis or estimate of potential rebates. 
   

b. Customer Perspective - On-Going Costs 
 
As noted previously, Xcel and MERC both claim that they can provide natural gas service to 
United at a lower cost than the other utility.  For example, Xcel estimated in the Competitive 
Agreement included in Attachment B that United would save $12,500 annually if it took service 
from Xcel rather than from MERC.  MERC stated in a supplemental response to Department IR 
No. 16 that United could potentially save [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED] annually if 
it took service from MERC.   
  
The Department reviewed the information provided by both MERC and Xcel, attempted to 
recreate their estimates and then modified each of those estimates to develop an “updated” 
bill comparison for United given currently available public information.  The Department’s bill 
comparison analysis was simplified by the fact that both Xcel and MERC assumed that United 
would be provided service under Xcel’s Large Commercial Demand Billed tariff or MERC’s 
General Service Large C&I tariff.   
 

i. United’s Bill Comparison – MERC 
 
MERC estimated United‘s annual bill if United were to take service from MERC to be [TRADE 
SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED].16 The Department’s re-creation of MERC’s updated analysis 
included in its supplemental response to Department IR No. 17 calculated an annual bill that 
was within one dollar of MERC’s estimated bill.17   
 
The Department’s review of MERC’s estimate of United’s annual bill for service from MERC 
concluded that MERC had not adjusted its analysis for the 8.99 percent interim rate adjustment 
or the increase to the Conservation Cost Recovery Charge Adjustment (CCRA) to 
$0.02953/therm that became effective as a result of its current rate case (Docket No. G011/GR-
17-563) on January 1, 2018.18 
 
When the Department included those updated figures to its version of MERC’s bill comparison 
analysis, United’s estimated annual bill for service from MERC increased from [TRADE SECRET 

                                                      
16 This estimate is included in TRADE SECRET Attachment A. 
17 A copy of MERC’s updated calculation and the Department’s analysis is included as TRADE SECRET Attachment 
G.   
18 See MERC’s Interim Rate Tariffs, Workpapers and Notices filing dated December 14, 2017 in Docket No. 
G011/GR-17-563. 
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DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED].  This adjustment results in an increase of [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS 
BEEN EXCISED] in United’s estimated bill from MERC, all other things held constant. 
 
MERC’s estimate of United’s annual bill for service from Xcel was [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS 
BEEN EXCISED].  The Department notes that its re-creation of MERC’s updated analysis of 
United’s estimated annual bill for service from Xcel was also within one dollar of MERC’s 
estimated bill for Xcel.  It appears that MERC correctly modeled Xcel’s rate offering given 
MERC’s annual throughput and billed demand assumptions. 
 
The Department’s review of MERC’s estimate of United’s annual bill for service from Xcel 
indicates that MERC had not adjusted its analysis for an increase in Xcel’s State Energy Policy 
(SEP) Rider rate from $0.01368/therm to $0.02237/therm.  MERC’s analysis also didn’t include 
Xcel’s Low-Income Affordability Rate of $0.00445/therm.  Incorporating these updates to the 
calculation increased United’s annual bill taking service from Xcel by [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS 
BEEN EXCISED].  This adjustment represents a percentage increase of [TRADE SECRET DATA 
HAS BEEN EXCISED].  TRADE SECRET Table 1 summarizes this information. 
 
 

Table 1 – MERC and Department’s Annual Comparisons for United 
 

Description MERC Department 
 [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS 

BEEN EXCISED] 
 

MERC Annual Bill   
Xcel Annual Bill   

Difference   
Percentage Difference   

   
 

The information in Table 1 suggests that, given the updates the Department identified, Xcel 
could provide service to United at a lower cost to United, all other things being equal.  This 
result is contrary to MERC’s claim. 
 

ii. United’s Bill Comparison - Xcel’s Version  
 
Xcel appears to have used information from [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED] in the 
comparative bill analysis it provided to United.  Xcel’s selection of this time frame was favorable 
relative to the bill comparison calculation as MERC [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED].   
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Incorporating changes to reflect MERC’s current circumstances reduced the estimated annual 
bill [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED].  
 
As for Xcel’s estimate for providing service to United itself, its original estimate was [TRADE 
SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED].  After the Department updated the rates associated with 
several riders to the current tariffed amounts, Xcel’s annual estimated bill [TRADE SECRET 
DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED].  Trade Secret Table 2 summarizes this information.19 
 

Table 2 – Xcel and Department’s Annual Comparisons for United 
 

Description Xcel Department 
 [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS 

BEEN EXCISED] 
 

MERC Annual Bill   
Xcel Annual Bill   

Difference   
Percentage Difference   

   
 
Xcel’s bill comparison suggested that if United were to take service from MERC, its annual bill 
would be [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED] higher than taking service from Xcel.  The 
Department’s estimate for that scenario is that United’s annual bill would be [TRADE SECRET 
DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED] higher if it took service from MERC, all other things being equal. 
 
A review of United’s estimated annual bills calculated by MERC and Xcel identifies a difference 
in estimated annual usage and billed demand that is fairly significant.  For example, Xcel’s 
annual usage estimate for United is [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED] lower than 
MERC’s - [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED].  Xcel’s maximum demand daily demand is 
[TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED] lower than MERC’s daily estimated demands.  Xcel 
then lowers this estimate further [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED].  The result is that 
Xcel’s final maximum daily demand estimate is [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED] lower 
than MERC’s estimate of United’s daily maximum demand - [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN 
EXCISED]. 
 
Given that Xcel is proposing to provide service under a three-part rate (customer charge, 
volumetric charge and demand charge) versus MERC’s provision of service under a two-part 
rate (customer charge and volumetric charge), it would benefit Xcel to have a lower estimate 
for United’s demand.   

                                                      
19 A copy of Xcel’s estimated bill and the Department’s analysis are included as TRADE SECRET Attachment H.   
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Putting the throughput and demand question in perspective, the fact that even under MERC’s 
assumed level of demand and throughput, the Department’s bill comparison concluded that 
Xcel could provide service at a level equal to or below MERC suggests that United made the 
correct choice in identifying Xcel as the lowest cost supplier for its natural gas service. 
 

2. Xcel Shareholder Perspective 
 
According to Xcel’s response to Department Information Request No. 3 Xcel incurred the 
following direct costs to provide service to United – 
 

• [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED] in plant-related capital costs, 
• [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED] in system-related costs, and 
• The aforementioned $25,000 promotional incentive.20    

 
In return for incurring those costs, Xcel estimates that it will receive [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS 
BEEN EXCISED] in yearly margins from United.21    
 
The Department estimated the present value of the yearly margin Xcel estimates it will receive 
from United over a 20 year period using a discount rate equal of 7.02 percent.22  That present 
value is equal to [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED]. 
 

3. MERC Shareholder Perspective 
 
In Department Information Request No. 15 the Department asked MERC to provide any 
analyses of the costs and benefits it would incur/receive if it were allowed to continue to serve 
United,  MERC identified [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED] in direct costs associated 
with serving United.  MERC also identified an estimated [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN 
EXCISED] in additional annual revenue.23 
 
Similar to its earlier calculation for Xcel, the Department estimated the present value of the 
yearly “excess revenue” that MERC estimates it will receive from United over a 20 year period 
using a discount rate equal of 6.88 percent.24  That present value is equal to [TRADE SECRET 
DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED]. 

                                                      
20 Trade Secret Attachment I contains Xcel’s response to Department IR No. 3. 
21 Xcel defines margin as the [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED] in this instance. 
22 This discount rate is equal to the average weighted cost of capital the Commission approved in Xcel’s 2017 GUIC 
rider filing (Docket No. G002/M-16-891). 
23 See Trade Secret Attachment E. 
24 This discount rate is equal to the average weighted cost of capital the Commission approved in MERC’s 2015 
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4. Xcel Energy Ratepayer Perspective 

 
In Department Information Request No. 10 the Department asked Xcel to identify its potential 
stranded costs if MERC was allowed to serve United instead of Xcel.25  Xcel identified 
approximately [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED] in stranded costs.26  In Department 
Information Request No. 11, the Department asked Xcel to identify the estimated annual 
revenue requirements associated with those stranded costs for the period from 2018 through 
2020 if the Commission were to determine that it would be reasonable to charge those costs to 
ratepayers.  Xcel’s estimates for the three years in question were [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS 
BEEN EXCISED].  While Xcel’s interpretation of its stranded costs in this instance could be 
considered somewhat restrictive given that it identified [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN 
EXCISED] in customer-specific costs as justification for its maximum capital expenditure under 
its tariff, the Department notes that the main Xcel installed does provide both customer-
specific and system benefits.  As a result, it is difficult to develop a distinct boundary between 
investment made for system reliability as opposed to customer specific load and as to what 
constitutes stranded costs in this instance.  
 

5. MERC Ratepayer Perspective 
 
MERC identified [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED] in customer-specific potential 
stranded associated with this customer in its response to Department Information Request No. 
17.   MERC didn’t provide a stand-alone estimate of the annual revenue requirement associated 
with that customer-specific investment.  The Department estimated those annual revenue 
requirements as [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED].     
 
Also in its response to Department Information Request No, 17, MERC included its response to 
OAG Information Request No. 2 from Docket No. G011, G002/CI-17-305 that the existing plant 
that would be under-utilized as a result from Xcel’s serving the new facilities identified in that 
docket.  MERC explained in its response that similar to the 17-305 docket, its piping in this area 
will be under-utilized if Xcel is allowed to serve the customer.  MERC included the costs of this 
potentially under-utilized plant in its calculation of the net impact on MERC’s annual revenue 
requirements for 2018 through 2020.  MERC’s estimate of those annual revenue requirements 
are [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED] 

                                                      
general rate case (Docket No. G011/GR-15-736). 
25 For the purpose of this discussion, the Department assumes that ratepayers would likely be responsible 
financially for the recovery of any stranded costs that Xcel or MERC incurred as a result of the Commission’s 
current policy. 
26 Trade Secret Attachment J contains Xcel’s response to Department IR No. 10. 
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The Department considers MERC’s inclusion of the estimates of the annual revenue 
requirements associated with that “under-utilized” plant to be inaccurate. MERC will continue 
to recover the costs it has identified as “under-utilized” in its rates unless those costs are 
removed from MERC’s revenue requirement; thus, the financial effects of that under-utilized 
plant are nonexistent.  MERC’s calculations are interesting in that they provide an estimate of 
the potential stranded costs MERC has identified.  At the same time, MERC staff appear to 
support the position that aside from the customer-specific plant identified earlier, the plant in 
question is used and useful and improves system reliability.  MERC appears to state that the 
costs identified are not stranded costs while at the same time implying that they are.  
 

6. Non-Quantifiable Effects 
 
MERC identified several concerns expressed by the City of Eagan in the Complaint.  Given that 
the City of Eagan has provided Xcel with a permit to serve United, those issues appear to have 
been resolved.   
 

7. Effects on System Reliability and Rate Levels 
  
In Department Information Requests No. 8 the Department asked Xcel about the potential 
effects on its annual reliability measures for the Inver Grove Heights/Eagan/Sunfish Lake area if 
Xcel serves the United Development.  Xcel responded: 
 

Xcel Energy does not anticipate that there will be a material impact 
on the annual reliability measures in the Inver Grove 
Heights/Eagan/Sunfish Lake area if the Company [Xcel] provides 
natural gas service to the United Properties project, since the peak 
hourly natural gas demand of the incremental load represents less 
than one quarter of 1% (0.24%) of the peak hourly demand for the 
described area. 

 
In Department Information Request No. 9 the Department asked Xcel the same question except 
that it substituted MERC for Xcel as the utility providing natural gas service and Xcel provided 
essentially the same response. 
 
In Department Information Request No. 29 the Department asked MERC what would be the 
potential effects on system reliability in Eagan if MERC served the United Project Development 
(UDP).  MERC responded in part “There would be no impact on reliability in the City of Eagan if 
MERC were to provide service to the development.”  In Department Information Request No. 
30 the Department asked the same question and substituted Xcel for MERC as the utility 
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serving the UDP.  MERC responded:  “Although MERC’s facilities would be underutilized, the 
reliability of MERC’s system would not be impacted if Xcel provides natural gas to the 
development.” 
 
As to the effects of the potential stranded costs on MERC’s rates, the Department estimated a 
negative impact of [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED] related to the costs of [TRADE 
SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED] that MERC has incurred in what the Department considers to 
be customer-specific costs.   The Department does not consider that effect on MERC’s 2018 
revenue requirement to be material.27  
 
Xcel’s estimate of a negative impact of [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED] is also not 
material given that the Company’s approved base rate revenue requirement of $159.1 million  
2010 revenue requirement in its most recent general rate case, (Docket No. G002/GR-09-1153). 
 

8. Other 
 
The Department also asked MERC a series of information requests to determine the extent of 
effect of the Commission’s recent decision in the 17-305 Docket on MERC’s customer marketing 
efforts.  In Department Information Request No. 24 the Department asked if “MERC had 
initiated any internal process changes or improvements to recognize that it is facing 
competition for new customers from Xcel Gas in the area of the City of Eagan under 
discussion?”  MERC replied: 
 

The competition at issue involves the poaching of existing 
customers (not new customers as the Department states) via the 
use of unlawful incentive payments resulting in the duplication of 
natural gas infrastructure.  The Commission will either accept or 
dismiss MERC’s Complaint and MERC will determine its course of 
action at that time.28 

 
In Department Information Request No. 25 the Department asked “is MERC considering the use 
of promotional incentives similar to those provided by Xcel in its Competitive Agreement?”  
MERC replied: 
 

No, MERC filed this complaint alleging that Xcel’s promotional 
incentive violates Minnesota law.  MERC refuses to compete with 
other utilities in an unlawful manner and MERC will not consider 

                                                      
27 MERC witness Seth DeMerrit identified MERC’s 2018 revenue requirement to be [TRADE SECRET DATA HAS 
BEEN EXCISED] in his direct testimony in MERC’s current rate case, docket No. G011/GR-17-563. 
28 Attachment K contains MERC’s response to Department IR No. 24. 
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using these promotional incentives unless and until the Public 
Utilities Commission expressly determines that such provisions do 
not violate the various provisions of Minnesota law that MERC cites 
in its Complaint and Reply Comments, and in its comments in the 
generic docket. [Emphasis added.]29 

 
While MERC is unwilling to adjust its marketing practices at this time, MERC is apparently 
interested in providing more resources to its marketing department.  In Docket No. G011/GR-
17-563, MERC witness Seth DeMerritt noted in his Direct Testimony at page 37, lines 4-7 that 
MERC is asking for additional funds to hire two natural gas “marketing employees to bolster a 
Marketing/Account Executive Department with the intent of encouraging customers to take 
natural gas service from MERC.”   
 
 
V. DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The Department continues to recommend that the Commission dismiss the Complaint.  MERC’s 
claim that Xcel’s Competitive Agreement is illegal or results in poor policy outcomes is not 
supported by analysis of the facts in this proceeding.  The competition between Xcel and MERC 
for the United Development produced cost savings for the customer without undue financial 
harm to MERC’s or Xcel’s ratepayers or shareholders.  In addition, the Department did not 
identify any harm to either MERC or Xcel’s system reliability or rate levels as part of its analysis. 
 
 
/lt 

                                                      
29 Attachment L contains MERC’s response to Department IR No. 25. 
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D Public Document 

Xcel Energy 

Docket No.: 

Response To: 

Requestor: 

Date Received: 

Question: 

G011,002/C-17-802 

1\IIN Department of Commerce 

John Kundert 

December 7, 2017 

Information Request No. 10 

Provide an estimate of Xcel's stranded costs, both customer-specific and system-\,vide 
assuming that 1\IIERC is allowed to provide natural gas to Prime Therapeutics once 
construction is completed. Please provide electronic copies with all links and 
formulas intact. 

Response: 

The portion of the installation that would not be used to serve other customers would 
be any pipe installed on Shanahan Way as well as any service pipe used to reach the 
United Properties meter location. The costs include [PROTECTED DATA 
.BEGINS 

PROTECTED DATA ENDS] The costs are 
based on previous year averages for comparable work. These costs are calculated in 
Attachment A to the Company's response to DOC Information Request No. 3. 

This response is marked as "Not-Public" because it includes information considered to 
be trade secret data as defined by Minn. Stat.§ 13.37(1)(6). This information includes 
confidential service and cost terms having independent economic value from not being 
generally known to and not being readily ascertainable by other parties who could obtain 
economic value from its disclosure or use. The disclosure of this information could 
adversely impact the Company and its customers by giving competitors specific 
information about the costs to extend service on our system. The Company undertakes 
efforts to keep this type of information confidential. The Company also considers this 
to be confidential customer information, recognized by the Minnesota Data Practices 
Act. Thus, Xcel Energy maintains it as a trade secret pursuant to Minn. Rule 7829.0500. 
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